
Glycolysis Regualtion



KEY CONCEPT QUESTIONS IN GLYCOLYSIS

 How do substrate availability and enzyme activity 
levels control glycolytic flux?

Why is muscle lactate dehydrogenase activity 
required for short bursts of intense exercise?



Glycolysis pathway



Regulation of Glycolysis

Flux through the Glycolysis pathway is regulated by control of the 3 
enzymes that catalyze highly spontaneous reactions: Hexokinase, 

Phosphofructokinase, & Pyruvate Kinase.



 Irreversible reactions in metabolic

pathways are called rate-limiting

steps because the level of enzyme

activity can be low even when

substrate levels are high.

 Rate-limiting enzymes in metabolic

pathways serve as regulated

“valves” that are opened or closed

in response to cellular conditions.
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 hexokinase I, which has a high affinity for substrate (Km
for glucose is ~0.1mM), is expressed in all tissues,
phosphorylates a variety of hexose sugars, and is
inhibited by the product of the reaction, glucose-6-P.

 hexokinase IV, also known as glucokinase, has a low
affinity for substrate (Km for glucose is ~10mM), is
highly specific for glucose, is expressed primarily in
liver and pancreatic cells and is not inhibited by
glucose-6-P.

Glucokinase is a molecular sensor of high 
glucose levels: 
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 This difference in tissue

expression and glucose affinity
between hexokinase and
glucokinase plays an important
role in controlling blood glucose
levels, which ultimately controls
rates of glycolytic flux in all cells
by limiting substrate availability.

 The role of glucokinase in liver
cells is to trap the extra glucose
that is available from the diet so
that it can be stored as glycogen
for an energy source later.



 By being active in liver cells only when glucose
concentrations exceed normal limits (>5mM),
glucokinase ensures that the liver is the major sink for
dietary glucose, and at the same time, is able to efficiently
remove glucose from the blood to help restore normal
blood glucose concentrations.

 Another important function of glucokinase is to act as a
glucose sensor in pancreatic β cells where glucokinase
enzyme levels are activated by increased glucose import
mediated by glucose transporter proteins (GLUT
proteins).
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 when the concentration of glucose in the blood is elevated, glucose
import into pancreatic β cells leads to higher glucokinase enzyme
levels resulting in increased flux through glycolysis and net ATP
synthesis.

 This increase in ATP levels causes inhibition of ATP-sensitive

K+ channels, membrane depolarization, and activation of voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels.

 Elevated levels of intracellular Ca2+ triggers fusion of insulin-
containing vesicles with the plasma membrane and subsequent
release of insulin into the blood.
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This intracellular signaling pathway links glucose uptake 
in pancreatic β cells with insulin release.



Allosteric control of phosphofructokinase 
activity

 Phosphofructokinase has vital role in controlling flux through
the pathway.

 There are actually two phosphofructokinase isozymes (distinct
genes that encode proteins with similar functions),
phosophofructokinase-1 (PFK-1) which catalyzes reaction 3 in
glycolysis, and phosphofructokinase-2 (PFK-2) a bifunctional
enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of fructose-2,6-
bisophosphate (F-2,6-BP), a potent allosteric regulator of PFK-1
activity.

 The PFK-1 reaction is irreversible and functions as one of three
metabolic “valves” that controls flux through the pathway.



 PFK-1 is an allosteric enzyme that exists as a tetramer (a dimer of
dimers) in either of two conformations, the inactive T state or
active R state.

 The equilibrium between T and R states in a cell is controlled
by allosteric effector molecules which bind to a regulatory site
outside of the substrate binding pocket.

- AMP, ADP and F-2,6-BP are activators of PFK-1 activity.
- ATP and citrate function as inhibitors.
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 ATP and citrate are
negative effectors
molecules of PFK-1 which
stabilize the T state,
whereas, AMP, ADP and F-
2,6-BP are positive
effectors molecules that
stabilize the R state.
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PFK-1 as a monomer with reaction
products fructose-1,6-BP and ADP
in the active site

PFK-1 as a dimer in the active R 
conformation with ADP bound to
allosteric effectors site
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- ATP binding to the allosteric effectors site is highest when the protein is in the
T state which functions to decrease fructose-6-P binding to the catalytic site.
- AMP binding to the allosteric effector site serves to stabilize the R state and
thereby stimulates the production of fructose-1,6-BP by ATP-mediated phosphoryl
transfer.



Pyruvate kinase

 The last step of the Glycolysis pathway, is controlled in liver
partly by modulation of the amount of enzyme:

1. High [glucose] within liver cells causes a transcription factor
carbohydrate responsive element binding protein (ChREBP)
to be transferred into the nucleus, where it activates
transcription of the gene for Pyruvate Kinase.

2. This facilitates converting some of the excess glucose to
pyruvate, which is metabolized to Acetyl CoA, the main
precursor for synthesis of Fatty acids, for long term energy
storage.





ATP inhibits pyruvate kinase, similar to the
inhibition of PFK. Pyruvate kinase is also
inhibited by acetyl-Coenzyme A, the product of
pyruvate metabolism that enters the TCA cycle.

Fatty acids also allosterically inhibit pyruvate
kinase, serving as an indicator that alternative
energy sources are available for the cell.

Pyruvate kinase is also activated by fructose-
1,6-bisphosphate.
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Why fructose-1,6-bisphosphate?

 It is an example of feed-forward activation. This
glycolytic intermediate is controlled by its own
enzyme system.

 If glycolysis is activated, then the activity of
pyruvate kinase must also be increased in order
to allow overall carbon flow through the
pathway.

Feed-forward activation ensures that the
enzymes act in concert to the overall goal of
energy production.





Supply and demand of glycolytic intermediates
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METABOLIC FATE OF PYRUVATE

anaerobic conditions 
occurs in muscle cells during 
strenuous exercise, or in 
erythrocytes which lack  
mitochondria


